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Abstract: Nyishi is one of major Tribes of Arunachal Pradesh, India. Nyishi marriage system called Nyeda.  

The preparations for Nyeda ceremony start year before or more and less, Dependent on parson capability and 

management.  The word Nyeda is joyous for the Nyishis. Nyeda is a unique, amusements and identity to Nyishi. 

There is unique because; number Nyeda ceremony can perform in one bride until the both part of satisfaction. 

These days take three day for the completion of Nyeda; from the first day Nyeda ud/kind of song chanting start 

by elderly people till negotiation start, priest start ritual chant as same cock crow. At arrival of bride parent 

home; buya/song with dance is took place and at the bride farewell time, at time Nyem Kabnam/ weeping song 

have performed for farewell to bride. These all give immense amusement in the Nyeda. The performance of the 

Nyeda ceremony is preserving the age old traditional or culture as Nyishi identities. 

This paper is based on available literature and secondary data. The paper is divided in four parts.   

I. Introduction is the first part that deals with concept of Nyeda-the marriage system of the Nyishis, this 

part deals with the concept of marriage in general, analyses types of marriage.  

II. Background is the second part of the paper it includes the details of the Nyishis in the historical 

perspectives, among other things, this part focus on the types of Nyeda.  

III. Third part of the paper provides a Geographical location specific perspective and a detailed account of 

the area where the Nyishis are currently based.  

IV. Fourth part of the paper deals with the process of Nyeda in current scenario.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Matrimonial relationships are crucial to human existence and society. The institution of marriage is a 

universal to every society and it has been established by the hominoid society to control and regulate sexual 

relations. It is intimately connected with the setting up of family. As a matter of fact, family and marriages are 

harmonizing to each other. Therefore, “marriage is a socially approved way of establishing a family of 

procreation”.
1
Marriage therefore is a social institution which has diverse implications for different cultures. Its 

purposes, functions and forms may differ from society to society, but it is present everywhere as an institution.
2
 

India is a home land of multi tribal and of different indigenous group. In India tribal communities has been 

finding in every state. The greatest concentration is in the central state of India. There are smaller groups in the 

mountain area of the south and the other concentration is found in the north-eastern state. The different tribes in 

India if ever counted can move up to a mind boggling number, with all their ethnicities and impression. In India 

almost a new dialect can be witnessed each new day, culture and diversification among the tribal can also be 

admired from any land direction. The Tribal communities represent an important social category of Indian social 

structure. The tribal are said to be the original inhabitants of India. India is a country of multiracial stock. 

Different types of group occupy different parts of India, having their own culture characteristics and levels of 

development.  

The tribal population in India, according to the 2001-2011Census, was 1.21million. “Tribes” in the 

Indian context today are normally referred to in the language of the Constitution as “Scheduled Tribes”. Dr. B. 

R Ambedkar, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Constitution, who preferred the concept of 

Scheduled Tribes to “Adivasis” for it enumerate the tribes and hence has a specific meaning. The Tribal Zones 

in India are not found in any one particular region alone, but distributed among the various states. The North and 

North Eastern Zone are consists of the Sub-Himalaya region and the hills and mountain ranges of North-Eastern 

frontiers of India. It includes Himachal Pradesh, North UP., and eight States of the North-Eastern consisting of 

Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Manipur, Sikkim and Tripura. The tribal’s zone 

mostly belongs to the Mongoloid race and speaks language belonging to the Tibeto-Chinese family.
3
 

Nyishi Tribe is one of principal inhabitants of Arunachal Pradesh in North-Eastern India. Nyi refers to “a man” 

and the word Shi denotes “a being”. This collectively means civilized human being. They are spread across six 
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districts of Arunachal Pradesh viz., Papum pare, part of Lower Subansiri, Kurumg Kumey, East Kaming, part of 

Upper Subansiri, the recently created district Kra-Dadi and are also found in the Sonitpur and North Lakhimpur 

District of the neighboring state of Assam.
4
 

Arunachal Pradesh finds mention in the Literature of Kalika Purana and Mahabharata. Arunachal is 

supposed to be the Prabhu Mountain of the Puranas. It was here that sage Parashuram washes away his sin, Sage 

Vyasa meditated, King Bhismaka founded his Kingdom and Lord Krishna married his Consort Rukmini. In 

Sanskrit, Arunachal Pradesh is Land of the Dawn-Lit Mountain, again it known as the Land of rising Sun in 

India. Arunachal Pradesh is situated in the North-Eastern of India; area is spread across of 83,793 sq. km and 

has shared Long-International Boundaries with Bhutan to the West (160 km), China to the North and North-East 

(1030 km) and Myanmar to the East (440 km). The original inhabitants of Arunachal are tribal people 

(scheduled tribes), belong to 26 Major Tribes and 110 Sub-Tribes. These people have their own Culture, 

Tradition and Customs. It is not a Linguistic State. It is an Ethnic State inhabited by colorful Tribal people of 

Diverse Culture and Lifestyles.
5
 

Arunachal Pradesh is known as a Multi Tribes State. All the major tribes and Sub-Tribes, have their 

own custom and traditions which govern their way of life and give each a cultural identity distinct from one 

another. The marriage system of each tribe is such a culture-specific phenomenon and is inevitable for the 

continuity of the tribe.  

Types of marriages among the Nyishi Tribe 

Nyeda marriage is a unique system among the Nyishi tribe. The Nyishis enter into matrimony in the 

following manner: 

 Mutual understanding/Arranged marriage: This is a very respectable and most prestige marriage 

arrangement in the community. In arranged marriage, parents decide or arrange for marriages of their 

children. Boys’ parents are generally responsible for settling marriages of their children. But some time 

girls parent also decide who their daughter will marry. If this type of arranged marriages is successful 

in the long run then it brings prestige for family, clan and receives appreciation in society. 

 Marriage by service: In this type of marriage if a groom is poor and is not in a position to pay the bride 

price, he is bound to stay back at bride’s place/house and serve her family until he earns the bride price. 

Marriage by service is not popular these days as it was during the bygone years however it is one of the 

oldest traditional marriage systems in Nyishi community. 

 Love marriage: Love marriages among the Nyishis were not permissible in the earlier times. This 

arrangement was also not acceptable in the community; because each and every girl child would have 

been already sold in the infant stage or even then the fetus is in the womb of the mother. However, with 

time, love marriages have gradual acceptance. Hence, now a days the practice has become common 

and society has liberalized and it accepts if a couple falls in love, but in any case the groom has to pay 

bride price. 

 Marriage by lineage: maintenance of future marital relation from the mother’s clan, which is 

considered to be stronger. Nyishi maintenance of cross-cousin  marriage with mother’s brothers’ 

daughter is allowed but not vice versa 

 Levirate marriage: A form of marriage in which a Nyishi woman marries one of her husband’s brothers 

after her husband’s death.  

 Marriage by elopement: A marriage where the basis for the marriage of love.   Marriage by elopement 

which in Nyishi tern “kenam” is implied for mutual consent and elopement, that boy and girl decided to 

live together may be both parent have not agreed them.
6
 

 Marriage by capture: this is a form of forced marriage in which a woman who is kidnapped and raped 

by a man is regarded as his wife. This form of marriage is practiced by rich or wealthy but this form is 

no more in practice as educated people oppose this form of marriage.
7
 

 Child marriage: A practice in which the parent of two small children (even infants) arrange a future 

marriage.
8
 This kind of marriage practice keep up strong relationship between the two families. Earlier 

this was very popular but with modernization child marriage has totally disappeared in the 16
th

 Yachuli 

constituency. 

 Sororate marriage: A marriage in which a man marries his wife’s sister, usually after the wife is dead or 

has been proved infertile.
9
 Sororate marriage is still active among the Nyishis, to keep up strong 
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relationship among families that spans across generation. Actually this form of marriage is encouraged 

because families require socialization. 

 Widow Inheritance: A widow may have the right to remarry within the extended family of the late 

husband, however she is obliged to marry the one they choose or out of compulsion.
10

 

 Forced Marriage: Forced marriage takes place without consent or against the will of either of the 

party.
11

Marriages by force take place because one party has paid the bride price, and force the girl 

against her will. This form of marriage was popular earlier. Forced marriages are prohibited now and 

has fallen out of practice specially in the 16
th

 Yachuli constituency  

An interesting aspect of all the marriage arrangements among the Nyishis is that BRIDE PRICE is 

unavoidable. 

On the various forms of marriage, the Nyishi tribe has practiced two distinct forms of marriage since 

long. 
 Monogamy is the form of marriage in which one man marries one woman. This is the most widespread 

form of marriage found among the different tribes of Arunachal Pradesh including the Nyishis. 

 Polygyny is the form of marriage allows having several spouses. However it is only polygyny that is 

fundamentally practiced among the Nyishis. Polyandry is not permitted and practiced among the 

Nyishis. Polygyny is practiced mainly among the elites of the Nyishi Tribesmen. 

Marriage Restrictions or Rules of Marriages 

Marriage is the social institution whilst found every primitive or civilized societies and communities in 

the world. Regarding rules and regulation decided the selection of mate who should marry whom. The Nyishi 

tribe has been practicing patriarchal system and Patriliny strictly. They uphold brotherhood and strictly prohibit 

any union with father’s sister’s daughter. And intertribal marriage used to be strictly forbidden, however, the 

practice is gaining ground in recent years.  

 Endogamy: The Nyishi traditional marriage system is endogamous it encourages marriages within the 

same tribe members. Nyishi believed that marriage of same tribe is better for family, villages and for 

society also. They never encouraged inter-tribe marriages that used to be strictly forbidden in the 

community. 

 Exogamy: The Nyishi traditional marriage system also advocates Exogamy. Nyeda regulates the rules 

of marriages and it is strictly not to have marital relationships within the same clan/title/surname but 

allow to marriages within the tribesmen of the Nyishi. 

The mention of the word Nyeda makes the members of the community feel joyous and the idea of 

participation in the rituals and 3ceremonies’ pertaining to Nyeda is considered to be very prestigious for the 

Nyishi. Nyeda is the grand marriage procession led by the groom’s party that goes to the house of the bride’s 

father. The party takes along several mithuns/bosfrontails/gayals/sabs and sacrifices one. Nyeda establishes 

friendly relationship (nin-orum) between villages, clans and families involved in the ritual. During the 

ceremonies at the bride’s house alternating songs are sung that involve questions and answers about Nyishi 

mythology and legendary history. These alternating song are called Ud/song. There are also dances known as 

Buya in which men and women participate by forming mixed rows. Brass plates are beaten like Tal/gongs. The 

bride is dressed in traditional attire and is gifted with valuable jewelry by her parents when she travels to her 

marital home which is the house of the bride-groom house. The bridegroom also receives various expensive 

gifts from bride parent’s family, clan and the villagers. Exchange of expensive gifts, dowry and bride price 

differ from one district to another.  Nyeda consists of wedding feasts as well as celebrations accompanied with 

the sale of a Maj/Tibetan bell, Tal/Gong etc.
12

 

 

II. BACKGROUND 
The Nyishi were named as the Daflas by the Ahom King/Raja named Daflas. The first mention of the 

Daflas in the Ahom Buranjiis found in 1562, it stated about the raids and plunders made by the Daflas, who had 

first come into conflict with the Ahom Kings in 1614. To check and avert the raids and plunders of the Dafla, 

the Ahom King Pratap Singha (1603-41) constructed a huge fort call Dafla Ghar (Royal Fortification). 

Muhammad Kazim, in the days of Aurangzeb wrote, the Daflas are entirely independent of the Ahom Raja, and 

plunder the country contiguous to their mountains. The Ahom Raja, Pratap Singha in order to establish 

continued peace with the Daflas, formally granted a Posa right
13

 to the Daflas along with a few hill tribes, which 

was hitherto collected illegally by the hill tribes. This regularization of Posa was with a rider that the Daflas 
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shall show allegiance and pay tribute to the king, which did not happen. The British government that had come 

to power in Assam in 1826 A.D. also came into conflict with Daflas, the Government wanted to pay the Posa in 

monetary terms in lieu of kind but the offer was not acceptable to the tribesmen for the simple reason that the 

money had no exchange value in their interior places. However, the Britishlater on could able to make the tribe 

accept Posa in cash.  

The ‘Inner line Regulation of 1882’ was enacted in 1873, which among others forbade the entry of 

outsiders into the tribe hills without having valid passes. From the 20
th

Century onwards the relationship between 

the Daflas and the British took a new turn as there were no persistent raids or clashes in the borders. 
14

 

The Government of Arunachal Pradesh has been recommending for long that the name “Nyishi” be 

substituted in place of “Dafla” in the Scheduled Tribes list of the State since “Dafla” is a derogatory term and 

was given to the “Nyishi” community by outsiders. The Parliament of India enacted the Constitution (Scheduled 

Tribes) Order (amendment) Act, in 2008, with the intention of changing the name Dafla to Nyishi. From 19th 

March, 2008 onwards the Daflas officially came to be known as the Nyishi.
15

  

Hence Nyishi marriage system is also quite different from other tribes of Arunachal Pradesh. Nyeda is 

a very unique, incredible and amazing marriage system in Nyishi Community/Tribe. The marriage system of 

Nyishi tribe of Arunachal Pradesh is called NYEDA. NyemNanam/NyemEwpakun is synonymous word of 

Nyeda/married person. Nyeda is something ceremoniously brought and welcomed in return of something 

already given. The groom has to pay the bride’s father or her guardian the demand that is decided by both the 

parties. The process of payment sometimes starts much before the performance of Nyeda and it becomes a sort 

of contractual obligation on the part of the bride’s family to give their daughter in marriage and this social 

sanction. Any breach of it leads to social tension and sometimes leads to violence as well. Even in case of love 

marriage or in case of elopement of two young children parents prefer to have the bridal exchange later on. For a 

Nyishi marriage has no social sanction without this bridal exchange (bride price is compulsory).
16

Fathers 

demand for their daughters large bride-prices and a man strengthen his political position by a marriage-alliance. 

With performing Nyeda ceremonial and rites accompanying the transfer of a girl from her father’s house to that 

of her husband are almost identical with those surrounding the purchase of a  valuable Tibetan. Both these 

transactions create similar obligations between the two parties. Nyishi is not a linguistic tribe; it maintains its 

own dialect since time immemorial. So, there are lack of proper evidence, data and source about Nyishi Tribe or 

in marriage ceremonial systems. 

Nyeda is the grand procession by the groom’s people goes into the girl/bride father house with several 

mithuns/bosfrontails/gayals/sabs and sacrifices one. Nyeda Marriage system will take places within the 

members of the tribe but never within the clan, will those who violate the rules be socially boycotted. 

Monogamy, polygamy, child marriage and widow remarriage were practiced in the Nyishi society since long 

period. Even today these forms of marriages are practiced in the Nyishi families.
17

 

Nyeda is a traditional form of marriage system among the Nyishis during which several traditional 

practices and rituals are followed. It continues to be followed by the Nyishis, despite the fact that 53.15 

percentages of the Nyishis have converted to Christianity.
18

 

Inter-tribe marriages among the Nyishis are not a norm, it was not encouraged and it was generally 

looked down upon. However, to promote harmony among the various tribes in Arunachal Pradesh and bring 

down incidents of conflicts the Nyishis have been advocating inter-tribe marriages. Recently attempts are being 

made to forge cordial relations through marriage alliances with other tribes. Some social and voluntary 

organizations and members of the elite are promoting and encouraging inter-tribe marriages.
19

Currently, without 

proper marriage arrangement the couples start living together. Therefore, they perform Nyeda at different 

interval. Some do it within few months of living together and some after several years of having children and 

specially after being financially capable. So, in many cases the children themselves participate and witness their 

own parent’s Nyeda.
20

 Nyishi population is found in mainly six districts of Arunachal Pradesh, viz.Karung 

Kemey, East Kameng, Papum pare, Upper Subansiri, Lower Subansiri, Kra-Dadi district newly created and 

found in the Sonitpur and North Lakhimpur districts of the neighboring state of Assam. Their population of 
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around 300,000 makes them the most populous tribe of Arunachal Pradesh. Nyishi, earlier known also as Nassi, 

Nisihing, belongs to Tibeto-Burman stock of Sino-Tebetan language family.
21

 The following is the below has 

been showing India map, North-East map, Arunachal Pradesh  along with Lower Subansiri district map and the 

16
th

 Yachuli Constituency map. 

 
Types of Nyeda 

 Daat Nyeda: The Daat Nyida is the largest of all type of Nyeda, it is generally practiced among the 

wealthier family of the Nyishi society. Bride-groom go with 2 mithuns, 18 numbers of bamboo jars 

filled with Opo ponia (pure filtered opo), 18 numbers of unfiltered Opo, 10 to 12  bamboo baskets of 

smoked meat either pig, cow, mithun etc. before the departure the bride or his parents offer Maji 

(Tibetan bell). It is a symbolic indication of performing Daat Nyeda, the expensive marriage ceremony. 

On the day of Nyeda, the bride is sent off from her house richly decorated with several qualities of 

Tasis (necklace of beads), Lackos (bangles), majis (large brass bell), bet (brass bowl), ju (small brass 

bells) and tal (large bras plate). She holds a valuable Orok (sword) in her hand and a round metal cap 

called Dumluk with also richly decorated. Daat Nyida is in comparison to monetary values this will be 

around 5 to 6 lakhs. 
22

 

 Jirkum Nyeda: Jirkum Nyeda is also arrange almost in the same way as the Daat Nyida but a bit lighter 

in term of exchange of mithuns, meat, Opo and valuables between both the bride and the groom’s 

parties.
23

 

 Tado Nyeda: in this Nyeda only the formalities are observed sincerely for the honor of the bride’s 

parents. A maximum of two Mithuns along with some bundles of meat and both filtered and unfiltered 

Opo are given by the bridegroom’s family. At the time of departure of the bridegroom along with his 

bride from her parental house, a Orok and enough pork meat and bundles of food are given to eat on 

the way to his home. This custom is called Agle-ebar Kilig Nam.
24

 

 Dukur Nyeda: The last form of Nyeda is the Dukur Nyida, Dukur Nyida is usually performed if both 

the bridegroom and bride’s parties are not satisfied with former Nyeda and negotiate for another Nyeda 

which may be either Daat or Jirkum Nyida depending on the capacity of the families of the bridegroom 

and the bride.
25

 

 Tado Halle: Those who cannot do Nyeda there is another type of marriage recognized as Tado Halle. It 

requires mere payment of 1 or 2 mithuns to the bride’s parents by the bridegroom but no question of 

return payment of valuables from the Bride’s side to the bridegroom.
26

 

 Danua/Dasher(small)Nyeda: The Danua/ Dasher Nyeda is the common. In the Nyeda, the numbers of 

mithuns, which the groom/groom’s parents would give to the bride’s parents by the groom’s parents.
27
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 Daate/Dator (Big) Nyeda: the number of the to be given by the groom/groom’s parents for the bride’s 

parents is not fixed, twelve or more mithuns gives to the bride’s parents. The Daate/Dator Nyeda is 

practiced by those whose economic status is high; giving of more mithuns symbolizes the economic 

status of the family.
28

 

Practicing Nyeda in the current grandiose form put immense economic pressure on the poorer sections 

of the society because they are forced to follow the pretentious display of wealth and flamboyance as similar to 

the richer sections of the society. This pushes the economical weaker sections of the society and thrust them into 

the vicious cycle of poverty because considerations like expensive tribal jewelry, Tibetan bell, beads and sword 

etc., besides the endangered animal Mithuns are demanded by the families of the bride. And the marriage 

considerations might go up in accordance to the economic status of the parties involved. These are social evils 

that have ramifications on the life of the common Nyishis hence these issues need to be highlighted by the 

study. Another justification is that it is important to have a well documented policy on the solemnization of 

Nyeda that would address several socio-economic as well as environmental issues. Since the practice of Nyeda 

is not uniform in all the districts where the Nyishi are dominant hence it is important to standardize the practices 

pertaining to Nyeda. Hence policy formulation will become possible with the help of the study.  

Geographical Location: 16th YACHULI CONSTITUENCY/ZIRO-II 

The Indian State of Arunachal Pradesh is located between 26.28
o
 N and 29.30

o
 N latitude and 91.20

o
 E 

and 97.30
o 

E longitude, it is situated in the North Eastern part of India and is 83,743 square kilometer in area. It 

is a home to 26 major tribes and 110 sub-tribe. The state is a mountainous frontier, bordering the Indian states of 

Assam and Nagaland in South and shares international border with Myanmar in the east, China in the north and 

Bhutan in the west.
29

As per, 2011 census the total population of Arunachal Pradesh is roughly 1.4 million. In 

Arunachal Pradesh there are twenty one districts presently. Among the twenty one districts large segments of 

Nyishi population is found in mainly six districts of Arunachal Pradesh, viz.Kurung Kemey, East Kameng, 

Papum pare, Upper Subansiri, Lower Subansiri, Kra-Dadi district newly created and found in the Sonitpur and 

North Lakhimpur districts of the neighboring state of Assam. Their population of around 300,000 makes them 

the most populous tribe of Arunachal Pradesh. Nyishi, earlier known also as Nassi, Nisihing, belongs to Tibeto-

Burman stock of Sino-Tebetan language family.
30

 The following is the below has been showing India map, 

North-East map, Arunachal Pradesh  along with Lower Subansiri district map and the 16
th

 Yachuli Constituency 

map. 

 

Source: Google   Map 1: Map of India 

The latitude and longitude of India are 27.108416 North and 78.584602 East respectively. India is the 

seventh largest country in the world and also ranks second in population. Surrounded by Bangladesh, Burma, 

Bhutan, china, Nepal, and Pakistan, India covers an area of 3,287,590 km.  Arunachal Pradesh is suited in 
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North-East part of India. Above the pasted map of India, Arunachal Pradesh is grey in colour in the North-East 

of portion. 

North-East India has consists of eight states: Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, Nagaland, Tripura, and Sikkim. It is stretched between 89.46 degree to 97.30 degree East longitude 

and 21.57 degree to 29.30 degree North latitude. According to 2011 census, population is approximately 40 

million, 3.1 % of the total Indian population. In the pasted map of North-East, blue colour portion is the state 

Arunachal Pradesh which is large areas amongst of the North-East region of India.  

 

Source: Google Map 2: State Map of Arunachal Pradesh 

 

 

Source: Google Map 3: District Map of Lower Subansiri 

The Lower Subansiri District covers approximately an area of 3,460 (Approx.) Sq. km. the topography 

of the mostly mountain terrain, where the hill range varies approximately from 1000 to 1600 meters above sea 

level. Nature has gifted the heart land of the District in the form of magnificent plateau at above 1564 meters 

above sea level, where District Headquarter, Ziro is located.
31

 

As per 2011 census, Lower Subansiri District has recorded a population of 83030 comprising 41843 

and 41187 females. Of which 70224(35460) males (+) 34764females) are rural population spreading over 536 

villages and 12806 (6383 males)(+)6423 females) are urban population. Lower Subansiri District is comprised 

of 3(three) CD block with an area of approx.3460 Sq.km. named of the CD blocks are Ziro-I, Ziro-II and 
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Tamen-Raga. Out of CD blocks, Ziro-I CD block standing highest in rural population followed by Ziro-II and 

Tamen-Raga CD blocks.
32

 

Ziro I dominated by Apatani, Nyishis reside mainly in Ziro II, Hills-Miri live in Tamen-Raga CD 

Block. As per 2011 census, the literate persons and percentage to the total population of the district excluding 

children’s in the age group (0-6) has been recorded as 54057(48.40%).  The literacy rate of the district 

(Rural+Urban) has been increased from 48.41 percent in 2001to 65.1 percent in 2011 census (excluding 0-6 

years of age group). So far as CD Block-wise literacy rate is concerned, Ziro-I ranks first with 73.74 percent 

followed by Ziro-II and Tamen-Raga CD Block (48.98%)  

Administrative Set-Up 

` The administrative set-up is based on single line administration, which aims at keeping closest co-

operation amongst various developmental departments with the administration to keep step together for speedy 

development of the people and area. 

The entire Lower Subansiri District is divided into 3(three) Sub-Division viz: Ziro, Raga and Yachuli. 

Ziro Sub-division comprised of 2(two) circle, namely Ziro and Old Ziro. Raga Sub-division comprised 3(three) 

Circle, viz, Raga, Kamporijo and Dollungmukh. Yachuli Sub-division has got 3(three) Circle, namely Yachuli, 

Pistana and Yazali.  

The Districts has 8(eight) circles comprising of 536 villages. The District has been covered by 4(four) 

CD (Community Development) blocks namely Ziro-I, Ziro-II, Tamen-Raga and Hong Hari.
33

 

Map 4: Map of 16
th

Yachuli Constituency (Edited Image/Map) 
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16th YACHULI CONSTITUENCY/ZIRO-II 

 

Map 5: Circle-wise Map of 16
th

 Yachuli Constituency (Edited Image/Map) 

Administrative Setup: 16th Yachuli constituency is the Sub-Division of Lower Subansiri District of the 

State Arunachal Pradesh, India. Yachuli Town is the Head Quarters of16
th

 Yachuli Constituency. There are 

3(three) Circle in the constituency, Namely Yachuli, Pistana and Yazali Circle.
34

 

Geographical area: till date no dimensions of area’s and map/sketch have been done. It is located 

between the Wests, West south and south of Papum pare district, in North Kurung Kumey district, in eastern 

ziro plateau. In Yachuli constituency maximum population is Nyishi inhabited area. 

Population Census, 2011. There are three circles. Circles-wise population viz, Yachuli Circle: total 

population is 7,912, male population is 3,998 and female populations are 3,914. Yazali Circle Population, the 

total population is 7,307, male population is 3,578 and females 3,729 and Pistana Circle Population, the total 

population is 7,053, male populations are 3468 and female populations are 3591. The total Population of the 16
th
 

Yachuli Constituency is 22,272 comprising of 179 villages.
35

 

Literacy rate of the 16
th

Yachuli constituency follow by circle- wise. Yachuli Circle total literacy rate is 

60.50%, Pistana total literacy rate is 57.36% and Yazali Circle total literacy rate is 62.47%.Local 

language/dialect is Nyishi and some language has also spoken are Hindi, Assamese, and English. Indigenous 

faith has been Donyi Polo (Sun Moon) but half of population has converted into the Christianity.
36

 

Nyeda is core to the tribal culture, tradition, customs, identity and norms of the Nyishi even though the 

members of the tribe are converting to Christianity. The current research will bring to light the existing socio-

economic practices which happen due to Nyeda and how they in turn that pressurize the common Nyishi. The 

study can encourage social awareness against polygamy, child marriage and selling of bride. The study can help 

in standardizing rules and regulation about Nyeda among the Nyishi that will in turn ease the socio-economic 

heaviness.  

The current investigating will also have an environmental aspect and i.e. to protect the 

Mithun/bosfrontail/sab/gayal from the brutality of slaughtering during the performance of Nyeda. The study will 

focus on social issues like the negative impacts of child marriage; it will concentrate on the issue of the girl 

child. The research will focus on the compulsory registration of Nyeda Marriage that would work towards 

stamping out polygamy among the Nyishi. The research will be help to frames the law and implementation of 

the same for the safety, security of the future generations of the Nyishi. 

The study will bring out the implications of Nyeda on the common members of the Nyishi tribe. The 

research study will help in analyzing critically the economic suppression that the poor Nyishi is subjected to. 

The value of the study shall be realized when a social appraisal of Nyeda will bring to focus the negative 

ramifications on the members of community, the Nyishi youth, the future generations of the tribe and how it 

drives a wedge among the Nyishi. The social appraisal of Nyeda will support framing guidelines and policy 

making as regards the rules of marriage among the Nyishi that are not yet documented and standardized. The 

research is crucial because the said topic will bring out new perspectives in social, economic and cultural change 
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among the Nyishi. The magnitude of the study is critical for future researchers about Nyishi of Arunachal 

Pradesh.  

 

III. BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW 
Nabam Tader Rikam in Emerging Religious Identities of Arunachal Pradesh, A Study of Nyishi 

Tribe(2005) has stated Nyishi Tribe as one of the major tribe of the state Arunachal Pradesh. They are inhabitant 

of five different district of Arunachal Pradesh as well as founded in some part Sonitpur and Lakhimpur district 

of Assam State. In his book, he emphasis on Nyishi marriage: describe that in Nyishi ideology term that the 

women as the source of peace, progress and prosperity. There is a marriage law which clan exogamy and tribal 

endogamy have practiced. Incest and taboo are regulating to every individual, society to society. If anyone break 

out the law, he/she may severely punished and excommunication from village, clan and society. Mithun/ 

Bossfrontail/ sab are the most value and sacred animal for Nyishi people and highly used during marriage for 

the payment of bride price. 

Nabam Nakha Hina in Customary Laws of Nyishi Tribe of Arunachal Pradesh (2012) have written that 

Nyishi Tribe is decedents of the great ancestor Aabhu Thaniand from three major clan Dodum, Dupumand Dol. 

Nyishi Tribe inhabitants of Papum pare, Lower Subansiri, Upper Subansiri, Kurung Kamey , East Kameng and 

some part of the Assam State. He states that clan exogamy and tribe endogamy is the Law of marriage. The 

marriage has been reciprocal exchange between two parties after acceptance of marriage proposal. Nyishi 

considers marriage as a sacred institution and a social requirement. There did exist various forms of marriage in 

Nyishi Tribe: 

Breaches of contract for marriage, the exchange of gifts are essential part of Nyishi marriage. The boys 

family gives sabbe (Bos-frontals), eggi (cloths), aadding (meat of different varity), oryaks (swords) and oppo 

(wine) to the girl’s family. In return the girl’s family give tasang (beads of different variety), tallus/maze (bells 

of different worth), coze(bangle), huhie(dicss of different value), sapping (Bos frontals given by girl family as 

gift to the daughter), or any other gift including human beings as slaves. There is a ritual called changtumpahi ( 

ritual where bride is asked to kill a animal after the priest performs an incantation as a sign of entering and 

becoming a full member of the husband’s family). This ritual is performed in all forms of marriage. 

Heenamtunam/Jengnampanam (cruelty by husband or relative of husband): such atrocity is not easily 

tolerated by the family of the girl. 

Nyahanganyeaumnanam (polygamy): there is no custom against the polygamy, rather it is regarded as 

a sign of status of the family and the person concerned. 

Nyaluaneyeaumnanam (polyandry): In Nyishi society polyandry has no place, any such acts attract 

extramarital status and that may lead to a penalty to the male partner.  

Hangminyalu/nyaganadernam or tumbanyeme/nyahangnadarnam (widow/ widower remarriage): 

widows and widowers have every right to remarry. However, there a certain conditions which apply to widow, 

she first look for someone from her deceased husband’s family and a man not from her deceased husband’s 

family may attract compensation from the male partner. Any conflicts regarding marriage or any other incident 

are solved by conducting Nyelee/ traditional village council of the Nyishis. Disputes are resolved on the spot. 

The Nyishi marriage system has undergone few recent changes due to contact of non-tribal, inter- 

tribal, outsider of the worlds and cultures. The traditional marriage system has been changed. Marriage 

ceremonies are also conducted in the simple church ceremonies, in the premises of hotel, court and open public 

places. 

Christoph Von Furer – Haimendert in Highlanders of Arunachal Pradesh, Anthropological Research in 

North East India (1982)   has written that the father of the bride demands huge bride – price of their daughters in 

form of Mithun/ boss frontails/ sabe, meat, cloths and sword. The groom must pay the amount may have been 

fixed by both parties, but not necessarily at one go, he may take over year, month, weeks, and days to pay. In 

reciprocal bride parent paid as dowry to groom family. In that case, ornaments: Maj/Tibetan bells, Tal/Gong, 

Sword, and beads used excessively.  

The writer goes on to mention various forms and features of marriage in Nyishi tribe. Jelhonam dui kot 

marriage is which prestigious marriage, Nyemselam marriage is force or marriage by kidnap. Among the Nyishis 

within the clan is very serious offence and he/she shall be excommunicated from the village, and not allowed 

during sacred rituals and they face ill treatment. Nieda or Nida is most prestigious marriage because it is 

solemnized with social approval and the aim is to bond of families from generation to generation. The Nyishi 

man prioritizes to marry girls from their mother’s lineage like mother brothers daughters or forbidden to 

marriage from father brother’s daughters, marriage by capture was also practiced. The researcher pronounced 

about polygamy: for the nishis it is a matter of prestige to add as many women as possible to their household 

and for political purpose even elderly men married young women to strengthen their position and power, a nishi 

boy had inherent of his father wives except his actual mother. For ceremonial exchange, maje/ Tibet bell uses in 

nieda or wedding as enormously valuable in nyishi eyes. The tribes of Subansiri region invested smalls of 

Tibetan origin with mystical qualities and consideration them as the creation of Gods and not of human artisan.  
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That bell had found Every Buddhist monks hand, they uses to ring the bell during praying and ritual chanting 

performance.  

Tamo Mibang and M.C. Behera in Marriage and Culture, Reflections from tribal societies of 

Arunachal Pradesh [two volumes](2006) has transcribed that nyishi people are inhabitant of lower Subansiri, 

upper Subansiri, Kurung Kumey, Papum Pare and East Kaming District of Arunachal Pradesh and also some 

part of Assam state. Nyishi believe that they migrated from the nyemnipak (Tibet) through different routes and 

belong from the descendent of Tani (first human being or mythological hero). Nyishi tribe spreading through 

lineage of Dodum, Dopum, Dol and Harin (four brothers).There is no specific meaning of term Nyeda 

(marriage). Again in same paragraph he inscribed that Nyishi Nyeda (marriage) means Ham Tonamor 

NiilTonam (taking a wife).Actual Nyeda began from groom family. Grooms family has appointed a priest and 

performed Aankonam (test of omen). Priest gives suggestion to groom parent which clan, family and girls has 

suitable for matrimonial relationship after either of chicken liver or egg examination.two types of Nyeda. (1) 

Danuo/Dasher (small) Nyeda which grooms gives mithun in ranges of three or seven only. (2) Daate/ Dator 

(big) Nyeda which grooms gives twelve or more mithun or not fixed. After the completion of omen test, grooms 

appointed  the negotiator known as Gumteh/Potam (negotiator) whom he played imported roles as accountant  

or witnesses whenever may be dispute arise he compel to attending at field. Duration of Nyeda is doesn’t have 

any time limited it may be preparation from last one year or more before. But mainly Nyeda/ marriage ceremony 

performing three days. First day groom’s party arriving to bride parent resident through long procession. Second 

day usually known as settlement day which groom’s and bride family given or taken for matrimonial 

relationship as well as khoterkhinam ale/day which were accounting to each other. Third day called as tula lens, 

ojipinam and magbemanam. In this day bride have fully decorated with traditional attire as well traditional 

ornament/jewelry. Boy has presented gifts of bead from bride families, clan, villager and society, accepted him 

as one permanent member there. There are three ritual are Yollu ritual took three days to complete of Nyeda. 

Ritual for well come to new member in the family. A Chitompahi ritual is performing to rename the bride 

title/surname as well fortune to bride life through porok/ hen. After one or two month of yullo and chitom pahi 

completed. The donyipahihinam ritual had been performed. The same priest which yullo ritual performed was 

again performing in Donyi pahihinam. He continually chanting and water sanctified to both couple which wash 

away the unholy thing and groom’s parent present gift to couple with blessing to bear healthy male and female 

children.  Nyeda is the core of the marriage system of Nyishi but there are three division of group practice 

Nyeda in recent trends. First group is educated group whereas they prepared both love and arranged marriage. 

Second group is Christian group which they criticize the customary practice even then they do not completely 

ignore the Nyeda. These groups follow all the steps but they avoid or not performed the rituals parts. Third 

group has consists of those who advocate to revive the traditional marriage system and tries to fully 

implementing the customary norms in Nyeda. 

Tana Showren in the Nyishi of Arunachal Pradesh, An Ethnohistorical Study, (2009) that author has 

illustrated about the marriage customs of Nyishi Tribe. The Nyishi, principal aim of marriage is the procreation 

of children to maintain the family and its clan genealogy and every male wish to have a legitimate married life 

and lawful offspring. There are some sort of customs pertaining to family incest, taboo or subsequently 

generates the exogamous or endogamous forms of marriages which all the tribal communities of the state 

follows. The majority of the ethnic group following endogamy marriage as well as which Nyishi is also strictly 

observed and adhered to dual principal of clan-exogamy and the tribe endogamy. The contemporary social 

anthropologists have suggested the following forms of marriage prevalent; negotiation marriage, arrange 

marriage, marriage by service, marriage by capture, marriage by purchase, marriage by exchange, marriage by 

mutual consent and elopement, marriage by intrusion and cross- cousin marriage. Nyishi practice either of the 

forms of marriage to acquired mate which nyishi strictly maintain socio- cultural set up. Whereas Nyishi 

practices exogamous by nature, and marrying within the clan is a serious taboo, and is forbidden by the law of 

exogamy. Anyone who against the customary practices, he or she excommunicated from family, clan, villages 

and societies. Nyishi marriage always patrilocal residence unlike matrilocal residence of the Khasi and the Garo 

of Meghalaya. Nyishi generally thought advisable for an adolescent boy to marry as soon as possible. No any set 

up for duration of Nyeda and numbers of Nyeda. One single Nyeda have also enough to bring a bride into 

groom’s house but at least, there must be one Nyeda. Boy and girl have known married by performing of Nyeda. 

All the form of marriage, the bride – price is the crux of all negotiation central on the entire marriage affairs in 

the recent past Nyeda ceremony was fairy numerous exchange of precious items by both parties, misnomer by 

bride relative when they offer property equal to what is presented by groom’s. Nyishi bride parent receive 

compensation the loss of her services, power, and quite logically expects a higher price when she is taken away 

from her family and kins. Author urged that the outside scholar very often form wrong notion about the social 

transaction as bride-price. In fact, there are demands for certain number of sabbe/mithun, malli/meat, and lion 

clothes. Aurok/sword, several bundle barbecued meatetc.by the parent of the bride which form an inalienable 

part of customary laws.  
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In simple marriage the numbers of sabbe/mithun range from four to eight. In average or rich people 

marriage fluctuate from eight to twenty five sabbe/ mithun. Among form Nyeda/marriage ceremony the zell-

Honam marriage is concludes within twenty to sixty sabbe/mithun. And both the parties are expected to render a 

series of exchanges social balancing each other. The sorts of marriage are Mabhyenam which mean marriage by 

service. This kind of marriage was performing by poor and destitute person. Marriage by elopement which in 

nyishi tern “kenam” is implied for mutual consent and elopement, that boy and girl decided to live together may 

be both parent have not agreed them. Marriage by intrusion, Nyishi called ‘nyemoharnam’ [kenam]’ means 

finding mates by bride herself. This kind of marriage happen whom without conscience of the brides. Nyishi 

give priority to cross – cousin marriage with mother’s brothers’ daughter is allowed but not vice versa. Nyishi 

practices the inheritance of window and rule of levirate. Man is entitled to inherit father’s widow except his own 

mother. According to customary law and practice, a Nyishi man can inherit his brother’s widow. Widow is 

inherited as property of decease family and a widow should remarry the deceased’s heir.  

This is a virgin area where no research has been conducted on this very critical aspect of the life of 

Nyishi tribe of Arunachal Pradesh. A research on Nyeda, the marriage system prevalent among the Nyishi tribe 

of Arunachal Pradesh, would aim to focus on the existence of social ills ingrained in the practices involving 

Nyeda. Such a study is intended to make a stake-holder inclusive attempt to forward suggestions and 

recommendations in advocacy, dissemination of social awareness about the negative impacts of Nyeda among 

the members of the community to bring about social reformation, abolition of polygamy, child marriage and 

selling of brides. Increase in education and dissemination of social awareness will bring social reformation, 

abolish polygamy, child marriage and selling of brides. Such a study will attempt at suggesting steps to 

formalizing of Nyeda system of marriage. The study shall be conducted to bring to focus the degeneration that 

has set in the garb of upholding culture and traditions. Practicing Nyeda in the current grandiose form put 

immense economic pressure on the poorer sections of the society because they are forced to follow the 

pretentious display of wealth and flamboyance as similar to the richer sections of the society. New proactive 

laws reforming Nyeda and their strict implementation will bring socio-economic reforms within the Nyishi tribe. 

The above mentioned aspects have not been deliberated upon by writers on the Nyishi Tribe and the practice of 

Nyeda. 

 

IV. NYEDA IN CURRENT SCENARIO 
Biologist, Leakey in his book, People of the lake: mankind and its Beginning (1978) had appropriately 

perceived that, lesser biological evolution influenced human behaviour and culture became a driving factor in 

human development. However, biological evolution did not end, it continued.
37

 The emerging human body 

evolved to fit its ecological niche, to survive as a living creature. The emerging human mind now evolved to fit 

its cultural niche, to survive as a social creature”   

From the observation of Leakey (1978), Sagan (1992) and Sagan & Druyan (1992), it is understood 

that during the process of human development, genetics, human sexuality and marriage have acted as crucial 

influences. Impact of environment and biology has turned simple cell or organism into a different genetically 

constructed make up, body symmetry and mating behavior. Human beings have been engaged in both polygyny 

and polyandry behaviour as a result of prolonged impactful evolution.
38

 The future and the behavior of the 

human race is influenced by the working of environmental and biological evolution. Humans are distinct from 

animals and this distinction has led human beings to set up a societal order and they have learnt to lead an 

organized way of social life. Several environmental arrangements have helped human beings to create his own 

ethical frame of mind, norms, values and moral laws to regulate and control social pandemonium. Meanwhile 

human aptly referred to as cultural factors with the purpose of start to play a parallel role in marriage and mating 

behavior alongside evolutionary factors (natural factors).
39

 Similarly, the Nyishi practices and feeling of 

belonging to same blood of a clan, is an exogamous arrangement. The Nyishi customary laws forbid inter-tribe 

and same clan marriage. Randel & Gangstead, 2008 state that, “Inter-tribe and inter-state multicultural 

marriages of the contemporary world have some good reasons to be cherished as seen in case of United States 

and some Balkan states of Europe which proved to be great beneficial to the world at large in terms of brain 

resources due to inherent genetical tolerance which ultimately lead to able physical and mental faculty”.
40

  

According to Randel & Gangstead, 2008 description, “Evolution is a slow but a continuous process that 

takes its own course by done away certain organs which are unlikely to have evolutionary significance and 

utility. It is to be noted that evolutionary factors play almost 70% roles while only 30% roles are played by 

cultural factors in shaping the human marriage, mating processes and furtherance of future race of the clans/ 
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tribes.”
41

  The Nyishis have no written document about the evolution of their tribe and race or ancestry, their 

history is mainly based on oral traditions of Nyishi legends being transmitted from generations down the line. 

Hence there is lack of any authentication of these oral traditions. There is, therefore the need for scientific 

research into the history of the Nyishi, that would focus on the origin, culture, custom and traditional practices 

of the Nyishi in the various geographical zones.  Such researches will also look into the role of evolutionary and 

cultural factors in contemporary marriage practices of the Nyishi. Such critical researches will draw upon a 

holistic conclusion about the origin and evolution of the Nyishi. Such appraisal studies will also be helpful to 

comprehend the spiritual and social niceties of the marriage practices. 

In Arunachal Pradesh among the six major religions, the Hindus constitute 29.24 percent of the 

populations, the Buddhists 13.65 percent. the Christians 4.32 percent, the Muslim 0.80 percent, the Sikhs 0.19 

percent and the Jews 0.01 percent .Those who profess" Other religions " constitute 51.60 percent of the 

population as per 1981 census.
42

 

Majority of the Nyishi today are Christians. All religions perform a vital role and provide hope in 

reducing individual tensions, apprehensions and anxieties of life. The British had extended tacit support to 

Christian missionaries in Arunachal Pradesh during their reign. These missionaries continued their work as well 

after India became Independent and was declared a secular state. Large number of Nyishis has converted into 

Christianity from indigenous faith. The Nyishis has been nature worshipers. Ritual practices were dedicated 

good spirit and bad spirit. A large portion Nyishis of 16
th

 Yachuli constituency has switched over to Christian 

fold when donyi-poloism tried to deliver goods.  As Joram Tayam statement, “For instance a terminal- ill patient 

after thousand of offerings to the gods and goddesses has lost all hopes and faith and looks for an alternative 

Such wandering souls are respectively welcomed at the churches. A survey within Lower Subansiri district and 

Papum pare District churches revealed almost 70 and 90% percent of those attending Sunday service have 

physical or mental disturbances. Every Christians in Lower Subansiri and Papum pare areas have adopted 

Christianity religion. The Christianity is spreading rapidly.” 
43

 

Nyishis celebrate three major festivals that worship gods, goddesses and spirits. At festivals like 

Nyokum Yullo, Boori Boot, Longte and Nyedar Namlo includes rituals like chanting and the believers erect 

sacred altars that are dedicated to god, goddesses and spirits and through the altar offerings are made. The 

indigenous practices of the Nyishi are considered controversial by the Nyishis who have converted to 

Christianity. In the Golden Jubilee Souvenir of Nyokum Yullo, Joram Tayam insists that, “Christianity considers 

traditional festivals such as Nyokum yullow, Longte and Nedar Namlo as Unholy in the sense that the people 

drink local beer, eat sacrificed meat and indulges in anti-Bible activities. According Bible teaching and 

Philosophy old age Nyishi festivals beliefs and faith are in total contradictions. Different people are wondering 

to search and choose right religion to keep and uphold faith, hope and expectation of individuals. They openly 

ridicule and denounce the long cherished customs and traditions of the trial. Religious life of the Nyishi is 

encroached upon by the burning down of 'Yungang' the sacred Altar.
44

 Nyishi culture and traditional practices 

are weakening day by day in various ways, Nyishi traditional practices and cultural norms are being eroded, The 

Nyishis are also losing their old age traditions, culture and faith due to modernization of the society, the 

traditional practices and cultural norms of the Nyishi are under the onslaught of the modern system science and 

technology.   

Nyishi religious faith and practice are being over power by the other religions like Christianity.”
45

 The 

Nyishis who have converted to Christianity participate in activities as per the rules and norms of the church; 

they are debarred and dissuaded from attending and performing any traditional ritualistic practices. Some time 

believers receive prejudicial behaviour from church deacons. Nyeda is dotted till its completion with a number 

of traditional practices and rituals till the time that a new bride is settled in her matrimonial house, where as now 

the practice among majority of the Nyishis is to conclude a marriage by prayer only. A reference from Emerging 

Religious Identities of Arunachal Pradesh, A Study of Nyishi Tribes by Nabam Tadar Rikam says that, 

“Nevertheless, there is some feeling of desperations even among the Christian converts who complain of 

discrimination from the church management committee and the fellow Christians for not attending services to 

the needy one. Their only reason is that, they did not attend the church regularly and pay offerings or gifts in the 

church. The non-Christian community has many more to complain, which include social boycott from them 

(converts) during the rituals and sacrifices, death of non-Christians, festivals, marriages etc. They also refuse to 

take/share food and drink especially during such occasion saying that these are simply worshipping of evil 

spirits which is contrary to Christian belief. Mr. Taba Nyere, a prominent traditional priest, argued: 'The basic 

value of morality has been destroyed when one converted to Christianity. In Nyishi society, women are 
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restricted during her menstruation period especially on her diet, movement. Shri Tedi Techi, former President 

Nyishi Indigenous Faith and Culture Society (NIFCS), pointed out that the basic social institution like marriage 

has been converted into mere religious function. In Nyishi society, a matrimonial relation has got uniqueness in 

both meaning and importance. It served as a uniting force for long lasting family bonds between the two 

families. There is continuous exchanging of materials i.e. mithuns and other eatables from the groom's side and 

traditional ornaments from the bride's side. The marriage formally culminates with the performance of Pahi 

Hinam (rituals with sacrifices of a fowl by the bride). But this is not the end rather it is a beginning because after 

this successful marriage the members of both families will try to tie another knot and this will go on. However, 

with the onslaught of new faith, this elaborate marriage institution becomes insignificant. It has practically 

turned to be a day's affairs, where a pomp and show party is arranged and the presents (gifts) are expected from 

the guests.”
46

 

Traditionally Nyishi Nyeda/Marriage begins with Omen test by priest or other elderly man that would 

reflect whether the marriage decided upon will have a positive bearing or the contrary. The bridegroom parents 

sent potam/arbitrators into bride’s parent house for the settlement of marriage. Nyishi Marriage Systems, Laws 

and Property Rights of Women and Girl Child book have advocates that, “Modern Nyishi society has been 

highly influenced by the Christian missionaries and as due to which a majority of Nyishi population have got 

converted, now almost all the Nyishi follow Christianity as due to which there is seems to be an impact on their 

traditional system of marriage. This impact is also seen in their traditional system of marriage. A blend of 

western from along with the traditional method have come up at modern time like the arrangement marriages of 

marriage may be perform as per the traditional way by exchanging gifts or paying the dowry. But when the 

actual marriage take places the church authorities may be consulted and the marriage take place in the holy 

system of the Christian norms. Contemporary Flexibility in the rigidity of marriages happening in modern 

days.” 
47

 

With the passage of time, the Nyishi and their traditions did not remain unaffected by the forces of 

modernisation and westernization in Arunachal Pradesh. Education facilitated Nyishi to rise up the social ladder 

after engagement in various service sectors, government jobs, businesses, politics etc, this somehow down the 

line has created a society mired with class mindsets and has converted a classes society got educated, become 

officer, engineer, engaged in various business field and adopt class status and actively participate in politics and 

many become professional politician. Ultimately these sections of group know rich people or high profile man. 

Classless society turned into class society. Modern economics gave new shape to the Nyishi people in the form 

of cash while traditional economic system underwent a massive change. Which have directly positive and 

negative effect on traditional marriage system. Positive effect is that through cash/currency system easily 

managed all the need article of Nyeda. Negative effect is that ornament prices rises double or triple in compares 

to tradition valuable. Sugar laced juices, cold drinks etc are served during various ceremonies, and they are 

being used instead of traditional serves. Marriage ceremonies are the only occasions where people can show his 

or her status, hence during Nyeda ceremonies, new and expensive gift items are added to the list of presents as 

token of love. The number of ornaments to be exchanged has increased in number. Earlier pre-sex and pre-

marital strictly forbidden. School going teenagers engaged pre-sex and pre-marital relationships which greatly 

hamper the Nyishis Nyeda practicing system.  Presently love marriage has been practised which stained the 

traditional norm of marriages. Couple stayed as married without confirmation from own their parent. These 

couple performing Nyeda after having number of children or after own prosperities.  These kinds of practices 

have been fading the age old cultural day by day. In book of Nyishi Marriage Systems, Laws and Property 

Rights of Women and Girl Child have written that, “A new trend is emerging especially among the urban, 

wealthy and middleclass Nyishi in which a grand marriage party is organized where the gifts are expected from 

the friends and well- wishers. There are instances happening around where the marriage ceremony is performed 

after settled and even having number of children. This is not but degrading the very essence and sacred of the 

institution of marriage in the society.”
48

 Negative impact due to modernisation are;-  

1. Due to influence of modernisation today, marriage became a game for many youth, at any time they 

can mangle and leave from the life of each other.  

2. Teenage marriage has increased rapidly.  

3. Modern marriage has become a game for the rich people to display status symbol.  

4. Due to influence of various cultures in the society, Nyishi marriage system has partially diluted 

because instead of carrying opo/local beer now people carrying sugar and cold drink in the Nyeda.  
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5. Role of priests in Nyeda procession is reducing day by day due to influence of western culture and 

religions.”
49

 

Polyandry marriage practices have been customarily strictly prohibited since time immemorial among 

the Nyishi. Traditionally a wife has been considered as the property of the husband who had the right to kill the 

wife if caught in any illicit relationship with other men. In such cases, it is considered adultery and she will be 

normally made to pay damages as per traditions to the husband. Polygenic practices have always been a 

common practice among the Nyishi. Traditionally, polygyny practices have given prestige, name and fame, 

Christian converts too practice it. Earlier it was practiced for practical purposes of household management, 

however, now polygenic practices are followed for money, lust, pleasure and sexual satisfaction. Mithun, plays 

a big role in Nyeda. Mithun is a semi-domestic animal which found in Arunachal Pradesh and in remaining 

northeast state of India. Mithun has several names viz. Bos frontail, sabe, sab, sobo, gayal, eso-sobo by different 

tribes of Arunachal. Mithun has been deeply attached in the mythology and is an integral part of the cultural life 

of the Nyishi as well as especially among the Tani groups Arunachal. Rearing mithun is a symbol of prestige 

and richness. Nyishi and Mithun/sab are inseparable. But the old age faith is being diluted day by day. Huge 

numbers of mithun are slaughtered during marriage ceremonies of every Tani group. Love and affection for 

mithun/sab is non-existent. In Nyishi marriage of Daat Nyeda, more than 20 mithuns or more are normally 

exchanged as bride price and minimum two or three mithuns are slaughtered for community feast, this practice 

is pushing the Mithun towards extinction. The Nyishis and Tani groups need to preserve mithun as traditional 

animal.  

Specific Ornaments during Nyeda has great significance; they are utilised for the performance of social 

customs. They are:  

1) Beads  

Beads are used as jewellery; at time of marriage ceremonies. Both married and unmarried daughters of 

the Nyishi claim inheritance to the beads. Beads are gifted during marriages, at the birth of babies and any other 

auspicious ceremonies of the Nyishi. Sarit K, Chaudhuri, mentions various types of beads and their prices in his 

book of Beads of Aruanachal Pradesh Emerging Cultural; Sangtar is the costliest bead worn by women. It is of 

different types. Behi Sangtar: This blue round bead is worn during marriages and festivals. Currently one single 

bead costs Rs-10,000 or more. Ropu Sangtar: This white round bead is worn during marriage ceremonies and 

festivals. One single bead costs not less than 10,000. Sangte Sangtar: This white round bead has some patches. 

It is worn during marriages and festivals. One single bead costs Rs-10,000. Dumping means something worn on 

head. This bead is flat and rectangular. It is made of brass (tama) and is generally worn during marriage 

ceremonies. This is considered essential in Nyokum festival. Roop-rubin means silver earrings. It is big and 

round in shape. Made of silver, it has designs on it. Koj is generally worn during marriages and festivals but can 

also be worn every day. It is a bangle worn on wrist, koj, made of copper, has a different style. These days many 

young girls wear this as an alternative to bracelet. The Nyishi men too wear beads, all beads worn by men are 

yellow in colour. Chungri is the costliest amongst male beads. It is yellow, round, and flat. One chungri bead 

costs Rs-20,000 and above. This is also the costliest bead of the Nyishi tribe. It is worn during marriages and 

Nyokum festival. Tadok is yellow, round and flat. It is the most costly bead after chuer. One single beads of 

tadok costs Rs- 1,000 and above. It is worn during marriages and Nyokum festival. Dukli is smaller than tadok 

and chungri. It is yellow, round, small, and flat. One single dukli bead costs Rs-500. It is worn during marriages 

and festivals. Dokming is yellow, small, round, and flat. One single dokming bead costs Rs-100. It is worn 

during marriages and festivals. Sue is white and round. One sue bead costs 500. It is also worn during marriages 

and festivals.
50

 

Beads decorate both men and women, and they show case a person’s social status in the society and it 

increases manifold. On one hand it is upholding the traditional practices of the then Nyishi  on the other the 

demand for the beads is fundamentally commercializing the practice, which is also diluting the quality of the 

beads between original and duplicate. The members of the Nyishi elite group, hugely stock beads for the 

promotion of their culture through seminars, workshops, rallies, street plays, and documentaries. Fashion shows 

with traditional attire in full bloom are very common these days even in interior villages and during festivals, 

social gatherings, visits of VIPs. Sarit K, Chaudhuri, mentioned types of beads and price on her book of Beads 

of Aruanachal Pradesh Emerging Cultural, beads; string of beads are purchased from Marwari shops near the 

plains. These beads, if old, are regarded as heirlooms of considerable value. They wear large necklaces of blue 

beads, which are esteemed very highly. These ornaments are now very costly and rare, and are not produced any 

more, and therefore, not available in the market. These beads are nothing but pieces of glass, shell beads, or 

stone. Stone beads come from Gujaraat. Most of the glass beads are from India and only a few from Italy. Now-

a-day beads are also coming from Aligarh. The wholesale prices of beads range from Rs-50 to 500 per string. 
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Those made with better material are considered good quality ones. These beads are considered original beads in 

Arunachal. These become more costly after 10 to 15 years. Beads have same prices in different shops at 

Lakhimpur but are costlier in Arunachal. However, with the increasing identity consciousness among the 

educate youth, their value is being realised and also promoted through various media.
51

 

A single sengtar bead, the biggest of all beads, found among the Nyishis, is priced at Rs-10,000 to Rs-

15,000, the cost of a single mithun (Bos Frontalis). The prices of beads are very fluid as it changes very 

frequently. Distinguishing between original and duplicate beads is almost impossible even for natives unfamiliar 

with beads. Since differentiating between the two is difficult, many villagers get cheated while purchasing 

beads.
52

  

2) Maj/Tibet Bell 

Maj/Tibet Bell is a precious ornament for Nyishi and Tani group; however the history about the use of 

the Maj/Tibet Bell by the Nyishi is not recorded history. Nyishi believe that Maj had made by iron god who is 

known as Ab Loma son of Abo Tani. Nyishi treat Maj as moveable properties which can be used by them in 

various field like to be used as compensation when misfortunes had happened. Maj has been used in exchange 

of mithuns or as other items as required. The preservation of maj is quite unique; it is normally dug in the soil to 

protect from any thief and it is preserved for generations too. Being dug under the soil a Maj is oxidised and it 

then assumes more value for the future generations. Maj have dug under the earth and oxidation of Maj by soil 

have treat very valuable items one. Having of Maj/Tibet bell in the family signifies the status and richness of the 

family. For the acquirer of Maj a separate type of Nyeda is performed, called Maj Nyeda. In Maj Nyeda is 

accompanied by huge procession and the usage of the Maj has been popularly rising in marriage ceremonies for 

bridal exchange. Nyishi treat maj as antique relay from Ab Loma (forefather of Nyishi, who was expert in Art 

and Craft). Again there types of Maj; Ripum maj, Rip maj, mokh maj etc. these seems in different design, signs 

and logos attached in out or inner of a body of Maj. According to symbols  or signs of Majs, names have given 

and their cost. From the book Nyishi Marriage Systems, Laws and Property Rights of Women and Girl Child, 

written that, “Many valuable articles and ornaments are given to the bridegroom’s family during the long period 

of continuous marriage negotiations like:  

a) Tuun duii (Maj)- a lama made, possibly of copper, Zinc & rare earth metals.  

b) Tuun puunam (Maj Hiir)- a loma made, possibly of Copper and Zinc alloy.  

c) Magbejiri (Maj Muk)- lama made, possibly of copper and zinc alloy, comparatively smaller in size than 

Maj Hiir”. 
53

   

3) Tal/Tallu/Gon 

This is another vital ornament to be used by the Nyishi. These tal/gong, are plates in different metal 

colours. Different coloured plates have different names with fixed prices. In the words of Haimandorf from of 

Highland Arunachal Pradesh, “A man's social status was judged by the number of Tibetan prayer-bells (maje) 

and bronze-plates he possessed, the number and value of Tibetan beads he could give as dowry to his daughter, 

and the number of mithan he could if necessary raise at short notice by the sale of these and other valuables of 

Tibetan make.”
54

 Sometime bronze plates are exchanged for mithun and other necessities.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
The advancement of Christianity among the Nyishi is both positive and negative. It has impacted the 

Nyishi community in various manners. Positively it has eradicated such evil practices of Child marriage, forced 

or kidnapped marriage, exchange of huge bride price which provides great relief for women fold. Negatively, it 

is detrimental to the traditional ritualistic practice. In the words of Nabam Tadar Rikam, “Among the Nyishis, 

the revival of faith in Donyi-Polo practically began from the early part of 1990's.” The increasing trend of 

Christian converts among the people and the subsequent erosion of the indigenous customs and practices have 

created concern for like-minded people to reviving and promoting the indigenous system. Organizations such as 

'Tani Jagriti, Arunachal Pradesh Priests Association (now renamed as Arunachal Pradesh Nyobu Welfare 

Association), Nyishi culture society etc.  Scholars suggest that indigenous age old customs apart from the evil 

practices may be practiced and maintained for the posterity.  
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GLOSSARY 

Aabhu Thania                              First human being and forefather of Nyishi Tribe and Tani 

group 

Aadding      meats 

 Arunachal Pradesh                                            24
th
 state of India 

Adivasis”     Tribes or Tribal 

Buya      Alternative Dance with song  

Chitompahi      ritual is performing to rename the bride title/surname 

Christian missionary     Christ followers or messengers 

Daat Nyeda     high form of marriage ceremony 

Daflas       Nyishi 

Danua/Dasher(small)Nyeda   low form of marriage ceremony 

Dodum, Dupum and Dol    Forefather of Nyishi 

Donyi Polo (Sun Moon)     Believers of Sun and Moon 

donyi-Poloism      follower of Donyi Polo (Sun Moon) 

Dukur Nyeda     Repeated Nyeda performance on same wife 

Gumteh/Potam      Arbitrator/ go between 

Jelhonam dui kot     highest form of Marriage ceremony among Nyishis 

Jirkum Nyeda     Just lower than Daat Nyeda 

khoterkhinam      Bamboo stick, as count as of record  

Maj      Tibetan bell precious ornaments of Nyishi 

Tal      Bronze plate/Gong precious ornament of Nyishi 

 Marriage     Wedding 

 Mithun      animal known as Bos Frontail/gayal/bos goru/sab/sabe/ 

Nyeda      Marriage 
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Nyedar Namlo      House of Donyi Polo believers  

Nyelee       traditional village council  

Nyeme      means the north or people inhabiting in the north.  

NyemNanam/NyemEwpakun    whether boy or girl who married, Married person 

Nyeme       Tibet  

Nyipak      Assam and plain people 

Nyishi      Tribes of Arunachal Pradesh 

Nyobu       Priest  

Nyokum Yullo     Festival and ritual  

 Boori Boot     Festival 

 Longte       Festival 

Opo      local wine or beer 

Pistana      Circle under 16
th

 Yachuli Constituency 

Posa      payment made to Tribal people 

Tado Halle     immediate or shortly performed Nyeda ceremony 

Tado Nyeda     another of word of Daat/high form of Nyeda ceremony  

Tani group     who believe descendent of Abo Tani (Tribes are, Nyishi, 

Galo,       Tagin and Adi etc.) 

Tani Jagriti     Priest Association  

Tasis       necklace of beads 

Lackos       bangles  

Ud      alternative song 

Nyepak       denotes the south or lower region 

Yachuli      headquarter of 16
th

 Yachuli constituency  

Yazali       Circle under 16
th

 Yachuli constituency  

Yollu       Ritual  

zell-Honam      Highest form marriage ceremony in Nyishi 


